
Survey 

Difficulty of the game 
1. From 1 to 10, how difficult would you rate the game? 

10 

2. What elements made the game difficult? 

The background was very distracting. 

Platforms and booster pad blended into background too much. 

3. Did any elements in particular make the game easier? If so, what are they? 

Nothing particular. 

4. How would you recommend the difficulty be changed? 

Slightly bigger time gap for walljumping (wants bigger raycast area for walljump) 

Make the area of play more visually appealing and stand out from the background 

Meaningfulness of crackers 
1. How motivated were you to collect the crackers? 

Very. 

2. Was motivation, if any, intrinsic or extrinsic? (wanted to collect vs wanted to fulfil point 

quota) 

Both 

3. Did you find crackers were too easy, too hard or comfortable to collect? 

Comfortable 

4. What would make crackers or points more meaningful to you? 

Actually count towards something at the end. 

5. Would another scoring system motivate you more? What would this be? 

Time-based scoring would be nice. Wanted to play faster but didn’t have any motivation to 

do so. 

Gameplay naturalness and Progression (Overall game feel) 
1. Did any aspect of the controls feel unintuitive or ill-fitting? 

Not really. In terms of a full-fledge game yes but it felt more like a flash game so it would be 

better for jump to be on W rather than spacebar. 

2. Was the path to the cheese too short, long or did you not noticing a problem? 

No problem at all 

3. Are there any improvements to controls or pathing you feel would benefit the game? 

Increase the amount of time you have to walljump before completely falling. Felt that 

sometimes wall jump didn’t register and just slid down the wall. 

Additional Questions  
1. Any final thoughts or questions you have? 

Not really. 

Notes 
Crackers were hard to see. 

Didn’t know they could wall jump 

Having trouble doing wall jump mechanics 



Found left side of level 2 frustrating, (consecutive wall jump in small area) 

Expected rat to die by goomba stomping. 

Tried to use the rat to hit themselves up to cheese on level 2 

Stuck on mouse trap on level 3 for a fair bit 

Surprised lamp on level 4 was solid object 

Really wanted to collect crackers, didn’t know why. 

Found music annoying. 

Discovered naturally, on level 4, that momentum build up was faster on ground than in air 

Took roughly 11 minutes to finish prototype 


